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"The best event in the world for the
off-grid solar sector!"
From 22 to 24 January 2018, nearly 700 delegates from 65 countries
convened in Hong Kong for the Global Off-Grid Solar Forum & Expo.
Organized by GOGLA and Lighting Global, the scale of the Forum and
Expo aptly reflected the impressive development of the off-grid solar
sector since the last edition of the event in Dubai in October 2015. Four
content streams with 18 sessions, 10 topical side events, 100+ speakers,
an exhibition floor with 50 booths, the launch of the latest Market Trends
Report, a photo exhibition, unparalleled networking and an unforgettable
industry reception with a spectacular night view at the highest observation
deck in Hong Kong all made the Forum and Expo the largest and, by many
accounts, the most successful off-grid solar sector event to date.
This post-show report offers readers key takeaways from the conference
sessions, a compilation of feedback from delegates and photo impressions
from three inspiring days of events. We would like to thank everyone who
made the event such an outstanding success - our sponsors, speakers,
exhibitors, delegates and everyone behind the scenes. It is a true privilege
to work in one of the world's most innovative and dynamic sectors and we
can't wait for the next edition of the Global Off-Grid Solar Forum & Expo to
admire the progress the off-grid solar sector will have achieved.
GOGLA and Lighting Global
February 2018

"The leading
industry event
for the off-grid
solar sector.
Unmissable."

"A fantastic
meetup of
the small, but
growing, global
off-grid solar
family."
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Session Summaries
Technology
The technology content stream comprised the following sessions:
• Technical Advances in the Off-Grid Sector – a Deeper Dive
• Quality Assurance for Off-Grid Energy Systems: Current status and
opportunities to strengthen consumer protection
• Appliances that Drive Economic Growth
"Our ability to meet people's energy needs has improved by an order of
magnitude thanks to technology and business innovation."
Arne Jacobson, Lighting Global
Technological advancements are driving performance and price
improvements for off-grid solar products, with advances in LED efficacy
and super-efficient appliances having particularly profound results. The
positive trends are set to continue.
"The payback from efficiency savings is instant."
David Bergeron, SunDanzer
Lithium-based batteries are now nearly universal in solar lanterns and
increasingly common in small solar home systems, though lead-acid
remains the prevalent option in larger systems. Greater standardization
of both components and appliances would enable further price
reductions, though achieving this is a challenge given the diverse
requirements of off-grid product suppliers.
Mobile services have enabled the PAYG market, and the future looks
bright with the evolution of innovative new products, services, business
models and partnerships. More progress is needed with improving
aftersales service to increase product longevity and enhance customer
value, with provision for cash-sale solar lanterns being particularly
difficult to honor.
"The Internet of Things and machine learning is making provision of
aftersales service cheaper, faster and more effective."
There is growing demand for TVs, radios, fans, refrigerators; the
appliances market is forecast to grow nearly ten-fold from 2015 to
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2020, from $500m to $4700m. The next wave of innovation will target
productive uses such as refrigeration, water pumping and agroprocessing that can take consumers beyond consumption to growth of
wallet.
"Appliances are where the action is."
Stephen Pantano, CLASP
The Lighting Global Quality Assurance program is working to promote
widespread adoption of the test methods and standards. To-date,
four countries in east Africa have aligned with the framework, being
followed by 15 countries in the ECOWAS region and five countries in
south Asia. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has
adopted the Lighting Global test method standard and is in the process
of adopting the pico-PV and solar home system technical standards;
this is seen as a key step to promote international harmonization.
"International harmonization of product quality standards will
translate into lower prices for consumers."
Andrew Othieno, Uganda Bureau Standards
To date, 80 companies have had a product meet Lighting Global
Quality Standards, and there are currently more than 221 qualityverified products on the market (98 in the last two years alone). Some
markets have also seen a proliferation of poor-quality goods that are
undermining consumer confidence and spoiling the market. 17 of the
best-selling non-quality verified products from East Africa and Nigeria
were tested according to the Lighting Global test methods, none of
which met the minimum standards. Effective standards implementation
and enforcement across key markets is necessary to enable market
growth and ensure consumer protection.

Download
conference
material from
gogla.org, click
this button
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Session Summaries
Business Development
The Business Development content stream included the following
sessions:
• Distribution is King: What can we learn from other sectors; which
new partnerships have emerged?
• Successfully Operating an Off-Grid Business: Managing Risk and
Improving Efficiency
• A Peek into our Rural Customer Base: Insights for Innovation
• Choosing the Right PAYGO Platform and Business Model: A Look
Ahead
Off-grid cuts across conventional industries, creating new partnerships.
It also offers new perspectives on access to finance; new customers for
mobile telecoms; new inroads for consumer goods distribution and new
ways to stimulate agricultural development.
Looking at the future, we see an accelerated shift away from
vertically integrated models. Currently 32% of companies are not
using an integrated model; this is expected to become 50% in 2018.
This is strengthened by growing market data and insights, by new
and specialized technology, and by the emergence of new players,
targeting a specific part of the value chain.
For the organizations focusing on distribution, understanding
customer behaviors is crucial. With the sector growing
globally, the importance of local differences is key. However,
it is recognized that in most approaches, customer relations
are still maintained through field agents, thus making agent
retention a top priority. Therefore, slower growth taking a
greater focus on high quality is key.
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With the growing market and the growing customer data available
to the sector, the handling of customer data has become significantly
more important. Customer data is extremely sensitive and needs to
be stored securely. However, currently most countries do not have
legislations around data security, thus making the sector responsible to
introduce best privacy practices.
"PAYG is not limited to solar; it has the potential to expand to multiple
other products and services."

"Energizing and
focused. A great way
to catch up on trends
and brainstorm on
industry challenges and
opportunities."
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Session Summaries
Access to Finance
The Access to Finance Content stream comprised the following
sessions:
• Commercial Finance as a Catalyst for Growth
• Building an Off-Grid Ecosystem: Financing Diverse Business Models
• Is PAYGO the Only Way to Go? Exploring Alternative Approaches to
Consumer Financing
The Off-Grid Solar Market Trends Report 2018 showed a sharp increase
in investments in the off-grid solar sector from USD 321m in the period
2012-2015 to USD 602m in 2016-2017. This increase is characterized by
an increase of commercial investments as well as more blended finance
transactions. However, the investments are highly concentrated, and
mainly absorbed by the top 10 players in the market. While commercial
finance seems to be an important driver for scaling the sector, it seems
that replication of business models, emergence of new players and
access to new geographies is still also depending on different colours
of money. The sector will still need equity investments for innovation
and expansion, and development finance institutions to de-risk the
commercial finance. Patient capital is still needed to increase the
customer reach from thousands to millions. Another key element for this
required scale up is access to local currency finance, which is slowly
starting to find its way to the sector.
While PAYG has been able to absorb most of the investments, it has also
become clear that it is a very complex business model that effectively
merges two different value chains into one business: consumer finance
and off-grid solar distribution. Both practitioners and investors benefit
from clearly distinguishing performance measures and (financial) KPIs
for these parts of the model separately.
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Where the strong growth of PAYG companies has been catalytic to
the growth of the sector so far, the question arises if this is the most
relevant model towards the future. Microfinance institutions and other
“traditional” financial service providers are becoming more relevant,
value chain intermediaries are emerging, facilitating the expansion of
off-grid companies and niche players are servicing specific market
needs.

"Very strong
conference
content and widely
attended across
the industry."
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Session Summaries
Policy
The Policy and Impact content stream covered the following sessions:
• Energy Access is a Policy Choice: Policy Actions to Support Off-Grid
Markets
• Reaching Faster Further: Deploying Public Resources Effectively to
Promote Commercial Markets
• Too Poor, Too Remote, Too Insecure? Bringing All Customers into the
Reach of Markets
• Better Data, Better Decisions: How can Governments and Business
Benefit from Impact Research?
With over 50 government representatives in attendance, the policy
sessions at the Global Off-Grid Solar Forum were a key cornerstone
of the agenda. The sessions highlighted that Governments and
Development partners have recognized that, despite significant
investments in grid expansion, extension and last mile connectivity
efforts, grid access will not achieve universal energy access goals. A
grid-only ‘business as usual approach’ is estimated to reach only 52%
of households in Africa by 2030, with a ‘heavy investment’ approach
only seeing that number rise to 63%. Recognition of this gap has led to
a number of Governments making a conscious choice to integrate offgrid into their electrification planning.
However, despite the acceptance of off-grid solutions and significant
investments into the sector, a Shell Foundation Study on the funding gap
to Achieving SDG7 found a $4B affordability gap in terms of the market
that cannot be commercially reached. Considerable investment and
new approaches are required to achieve access targets especially in
remote and poor locations with limited economic viability for the private
sector.
To meet the dual challenge of stimulating private sector investment
while ensuring affordability for the poorest, various approaches were
discussed. An increased amount of public funding is being deployed
to address this challenge. However, identifying the viability gap and
bridging it is a delicate task with the risk of market distortion being
inherent. There was general consensus that the higher upstream
funding can be targeted in the supply chain, the lesser the risk of
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disproportionally distorting markets. Governments are working on
creating enabling environments for the private sector, including
introduction of quality standards, fiscal incentives, and dedicated
programs through development partner support. Beyond this,
development partners and other stakeholders called for considerable
investment and new approaches especially in remote locations with
limited economic viability for the private sector. Various approaches
being explored in Haiti, Togo, India, Rwanda, Kenya and the Philippines
were presented as case studies. All stakeholders are benefitting from
increasingly availability of data to make more informed decisions. To
effectively target the viability gap, more data driven decision making is
still needed.
Recognizing the need and risks associated with bringing greater public,
private and development funding into the sector, the forum emphasized
the need to build the right tools to address the energy access challenge
while creating long term sustainability – with delegates urging all
stakeholders to work proactively together. Leading examples were
cited, such as the KOSAP program in Kenya, which been created in
close coordination with the private sector, and the proactive approach
by the Government of Togo to opening up partnership opportunities for
the off-companies and facilitating local currency lending.
As GOGLA’s Director of Policy, Johanna
Diecker, noted, “We are seeing increasing
engagement by governments who
are willing to invest in the enabling
environment for off-grid solar. But,
of course, they want to see that
investment turn into benefits for all
of their constituents. We are eager
to work proactively together to
create sustainable solutions
that enhance market growth
and get off-grid solutions to
customers currently beyond
reach.”

Side Session Partners
We thank all of our partners for organizing highly interactive and
focused side sessions on the last conference day.
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Download the 2018 Off-Grid
Solar Market Trends Report
To download
the full report, visit
www.lightingglobal.org
or www.gogla.org

Off-Grid Solar Market
Trends Report 2018
ExEcutivE Summary | January 2018

and

In cooperation with

and supported by
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Stay Connected
Would you like to know when and where the next edition of the Global
Off-Grid Solar Forum & Expo will take place? Visit www.gogla.org or
www.lightingglobal.org and subscribe to the GOGLA Newsletter at:
gogla.org/newsletter
You can download conference material at
www.gogla.org/resources-global-off-grid-solar-forum-expo

@GOGLAssociation
info@gogla.org
info@lightingglobal.org
gogla.org
lightingglobal.org

Follow us
on WeChat
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We would like to thank our Sponsors
Platinum

Gold

Travel Support Sponsor

Silver

Bronze

Smart

Software Sponsor
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Stay Connected
www.gogla.org, www.lightingglobal.org
@GOGLAssociation

"An eyeopening
event."
"The best
event in the
world for the
sector."

Hosted by
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to catch up on trends
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industry challenges
and opportunities."
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